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Abstrat�We propose Evolutionary Algorithm with Immune

and Infetion (EAII). EAII is using Virus Theory of Evolution

algorithm to be based on Immune Algorithm. Thus, EAII �nds

a optimal solution in ombinatorial optimization problems by

updating antibodies and apart of the information of the antibody

hanging by Virus Theory of Evolution. We on�rm that EAII

obtains more effetive result than others method.

I. INTRODUCTION

In daily life, there are many optimization problems. One of

these optimization problems is Traveling Salesman Problem

(TSP) [1]. TSP is known as one of ombinatorial optimization

problems. When salesman is given a set of number N ities,

TSP is the problem of �nding minimum total between eah

ity distane. When the number of N inreases, the total route

number explodes. Therefore, exploring total route number

needs amount of time in �nding approximate solution. It is

neessary to solve the TSP in other ways exept exploring

total routes. There is a variety of methods to �nd approximate

solution by TSP [2]-[4].
Immune Algorithm (IA) [5], [6] is one of method to solve

the TSP, and modeling behavior of updating antibodies in

organism. In repeating these updating antibodies, antibodies

group hanges ef�ient group for �ghting antigen. IA �nds

optimal solution by using these behavior.

However, IA onsiders only updating antibodies group.

Thus, we fous attention on aquiring the Virus Theory

of Evolution (VTE) by antigen besides updating antibodies

group. We propose Evolutionary Algorithm with Immune and

Infetion (EAII

1

). EAII is using VTE algorithm to be based on

Immune Algorithm. We on�rm that the proposed algorithm

ahieves better performane than other methods.

II. VIRUS THEORY OF EVOLUTION

Organi evolution is theory based on natural seletion.

In natural world, high �tness individuals organism survive,

while low �tness individuals organism beome extint. Over

the years, only higher �tness individuals survive. We all it

Evolution. Thus, evolution needs to overlay generations.

On the other hand, Virus Theory of Evolution (VTE) [7] has
proposed aside from organi evolution. This theory is based

on the evolution by Lateral Gene Transfer (LGT) [8] in Virus

infetion. Without evolution inherited from parent ell to hild
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ell, genes an evolve. Low �tness individuals possibly evolve

into high �tness individuals in just one generation by LGT

in Virus infetion. Algorithms of using VTE was proposed

in the past [9]. We assume using VTE algorithm leads the

approximate solution in less time and VTE theory is ef�ient

in TSP.

III. EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM WITH IMMUNE AND

INFECTION

Fig. 1. Flow hart of EAII.

In this setion, we explain �ow of Evolutionary Algorithm

with Immune and Infetion (EAII). Flow hart of EAII is

shown in Fig. 1. Flow of EAII shows Steps1-4. Step2 from

Step4 is repeated until the set number of updating antibodies

(tmax). t means the number of repeating times.

Step1 Initialization

We prepare a number of random route seletion. We de�ne

the number of random routes as antibodies. The number of

random route seletion is U .
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Step2 Evaluation of antibodies

Where axi is level of af�nity and is de�ned by the following

Eq. (1). caj indiates the antigen, and N indiates number of

ity.

axi =

N
∑

j=1

axij (1)

axij =

{

1(cij = caj)
0(cij 6= caj)

(2)

Where ci is onentration of spei� antibody. S indiates

number of antibody.

ci =
1

S

S
∑

j=1

ayij (3)

ayij =

{

1(axi = axj)
0(axi 6= axj)

(4)

By using axi and ci, we alulate ei. dtotal−i indiates total

distane of eah route. α is oef�ient. Where ei is evaluation

value, and is de�ned by the following Eq. (5).

ei =
1

(dtotal−i)α
×

axi

ci
(5)

Equation (5) means that high evaluation values organism

survive, while low evaluation values organism beome extint.

Step3 Prodution of new antibodies

In surviving antibodies in Step2, new antibodies is produed

by Crossover and Mutation.

Step4 Infetion

We de�ne elements of eah route as antigen, elements selet

the minimum route in obtaining and part of eah route is

infeted by this antigen at random. Number of element selets

is �xed probability. Part of antibody hanges the information

held in this Virus like the Fig. 2. We all it Infection.

Fig. 2. The mehanism of Infection.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to ompare the performane of EAII and other

algorithms, we apply to �nd approximate solutions in TSP.

In this study, the number of t is 2000 times, the number of

simulation is 5 times, U is 1024, applying TSP are 4 kinds

and error rate is de�ned by the following Eq. (6).

Error rate[%] =
(obtain)− (optimum)

(optimum)
× 100 (6)

where obtain shows obtained solution and optimum shows

optimum solution.

Table I shows result of EAII, GA and ACO. GA is Geneti

Algorithm [10], ACO is Ant Colony Optimization [11]. GA
and ACO are same the number of t and U for omparing

performane of EAII. In Table I, result of EAII is the best of

three methods.

TABLE I

THE RESULT OF SIMULATIONS

att48 kroC100 eil101 gr120

GA 5.54 13.34 13.34 12.32

ACO 2.76 10.21 7.19 6.01

EAII 1.29 9.47 6.61 3.89

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed EAII for TSP and ompared the performane

of EAII and other algorithms to lead approximate solutions.

From the result, the result of EAII was better than other

methods. Thus, it was ef�ient to use VTE based on IA

in TSP. Furthermore, we expet that EAII has tehnologial

appliation possibility.

In future work, we would like to study the mehanism of

Infection in detail. We expet to obtain a better solution by

studying mehanism of Infection.
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